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1. INTRODUCTION 
The inverse problem of the calculus of variations has been stated first by Helmholtz 
[4] as a problem of the existence of a lagrangian to a given system of second order 
ordinary differential equations. In his paper [4] Helmholtz has found necessary con-
ditions for variationality of such equations, now called the Helmholtz conditions; it 
has been proved later by Mayer [14] that these conditions are also sufficient. Since 
that time the problem has been substantially generalized, enriched, and intensively 
studied by many authors using different methods. 
Within the range of higher-order calculus of variations on fibered manifolds there 
are three basic questions concerned with the inverse problem: 
(1) The local inverse problem of the calculus of variations means finding necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a system of higher-order partial differential equations 
to be identical with a system of the Euler-Lagrange equations of a lagrangian. For 
the case of higher-order mechanics it has been solved first by Vanderbauwhede [19] 
using Veinberg's potential operator method [18], and by Macjuk [13] who developed 
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Tulczyjew's approach based on studies of the "Lagrange derivative" [17]. For the 
general case (higher-order field theory) necessary and sufficient variationality con-
ditions in an explicit form have been first proved independently by Anderson and 
Duchamp [2], using the variational bicomplex (Dedecker and Tulczyjew [3], Tak-
ens [15], Vinogradov [20]), and by Krupka in [7] (see also [8]), using properties of 
Lepagean equivalents of lagrangians. 
(2) A closely related question to the local inverse problem concerns explicit con-
struction of a lagrangian to a given system of variational equations. It is well-known 
how to construct to a system of order r a (local) lagrangian of the same order, 
e.g. the so-called Veinberg-Tonti lagrangian [16]. However, there arises a question 
of the possibility of lowering the order of this lagrangian. This problem has been 
solved completely for the case of higher-order mechanics by Vanderbauwhede [19] 
who has shown, within the range of the potential operators theory, that every sys-
tem of higher-order ordinary differential equations possesses a lagrangian of the low-
est possible order, and has found an explicit formula for the construction of such 
a lagrangian. In the case of higher-order field theory the problem of possibility of 
lowering the order of a lagrangian has been touched in [11]. 
(3) A system of Euler-Lagrange equations on a fibered manifold is globally rep-
resented by the so-called Euler-Lagrange form (Krupka [6]), which in general arises 
from locally defined lagrangians. The question of the existence of a globally defined 
lagrangian—the global inverse problem of the calculus of variations—has been stud-
ied by many authors (Takens [15], Vinogradov [20, 21], Anderson [1], Krupka [11], 
and references therein). The paper [11] also solves the problem of the order of global 
lagrangians (cf. Anderson and Duchamp [2]). 
In the present paper we develop the theory of Lepagean 2-forms, initiated in [12], 
and apply it to the inverse problem in higher-order mechanics. We show that the 
above mentioned results, which have been obtained by different methods and rather 
complicated tools, can be explained and proved within the range of the calculus of 
variations on fibered manifolds by straightforward and elementary techniques, based 
in fact only on the definition of the Lepagean 2-form and on the Poincare Lemma 
for contact forms. 
We work in the category of smooth, finite-dimensional manifolds. We suppose 
the reader to be familiar with basic structures used in higher-order calculus of 
variations—the theory of higher-order jet prolongations of fibered manifolds, and 
the related calculus—the theory of horizontal and contact forms and projectable 
vector fields. These prerequisites can be found e.g. in [9]. We use the following 
(more or less standard) notation: d the exterior derivative, t the inner product, * 
the pull-back, v: Y - • X a fibered manifold (dimX = 1), J8 the «-jet prolongation 
functor, ir#: J*Y —• X or simply J*Y the *-jet prolongation of ?r, 7r#)*: J
8Y —• JkY, 
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0 < Jfc < s, the canonical jet projections, (V> ^) , ^ = (*>?*) a fiber chart on V, 
(K, &) , 0 , = (t, <j*,..., O the associated fiber char on J9Y, V, = tf~0(V), ^
p(J'Y) 
the module of (exterior) p-forms on J9Y, Sfx(J
9Y) the module of ^-horizontal p-
forms on J9Yy fiji.K(«/'K), 0 ^ Jb < s the module of ws^-horizontal p-forms on J
9Y, 
and ilp~k,k(J8Y)y 1 -̂  * < P
 t n e module oft-contact p-forms on J9Y. In particular, 
QY1(J9Y) denotes the module of 1-contact 2-forms on J9Yy horizontal with respect 
to the projection onto Y. Note that in each fiber chart (Vy ̂ >), tf> = (t,q
a) on Y a 
form E G fly^J'Y) is represented by the chart expression E = E9dq
a AdJ, where 
Ea are functions on Vs. By ft we denote the horizontalization with respect to n, 
by p the contactization with respect to TT, by p\ the 1-contactization, and by P2 the 
2-contactization. Recall that for the 1-forms dt, dgf, 1 ^ t .$ s on Vs we have 
(1.1) ftd* = dt, ftdgj = g/+1dt, pd* = 0, p d g j = w j , 0 ^ j t$ *, 
where the standard notation 
(1.2) a,/ = dgj - gj+1d<, 0 ^ j ^ 5 
is used. Finally, .CJ^ denotes the restriction of a form E to a set W (i.e. the pull-back 
by the canonical inclusion). 
2. LEPAGEAN 2-FORMS AND THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
First we recall the notion and basic properties of a Lepagean form, adapted to the 
case of a fibered manifold with one-dimensional base. For details and proofs we refer 
to Krupka [6, 10]. 
Proposition 1- Let Q € Ql(J9Y). The following five conditions are equivalent: 
(1) It holds 
(2.1) < + i yU? = £ + F, 
where E € illY
tl(J9+lY) and F € Q°>2(J9+lY). 
(2) Pi(*l+\t§dQ) is a xs+ito-horizontal form. 
(3) For each *Sto-projectable vector field £ on J
9Y the form ft(t(d#) depends on 
the *Sto-projection of£ only. 
(4) For each rcSto-verticaI vector field £ on J
9Y, h(i(dg) = 0. 
(5) In each fiber chart (V, \j>), V> = (t, qa) on Y 
(2.2) *;+,,..? = Ldt + Y,f?lu° • 
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where 
, ~ , '~ l .-l* Fir 
(2.3) /J"- E ( - ^ a r g ^ - . ° <•'<•• 
Any 1-form # satisfying one of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1 is called 
a Lepagean 1-form. If Q is a Lepagean 1-form then the form E defined by (2.1), or 
equivalently by 
(2.4) ij-mE = h(ij*e&Q) 
for each ^-vertical vector field £ on y , is called the Euler-Lagrange form. In each 
fiber chart (V, tp), %l> = (ty q
a) on Y where Q is expressed by (2.2), (2.3) we get 
(2.5) E = E<,(L)u° Ad*, 
(2.6) •.(-)-D-D'ffS 
fcssO * 
and the functions (2.6) are called the Euler-Lagrange expressions associated with L. 
Note that both Q and E depend on h(o) only. 
Let r ^ 1. Any fly-horizontal 1-form A on J T is called a lagrangian of order 
r for x. A Lepagean 1-form Q is called a Lepagean equivalent of A if h(o) = A. 
To every lagrangian there exists a unique Lepagean equivalent, it is denoted by 0\. 
If A € Qlx(J
rY) then, in general, 0\ € Ql(J2r"xY). The Euler-Lagrange form of 
A is denoted by E\. The mapping <f: A —> J?A assigning to every lagrangian its 
Euler-Lagrange form is called the Euler-Lagrange mapping. 
Proposition 2. Let A G Qx(JrY) be a lagrangian, E\ the Euler-Lagrange form 
of \}$\ the Lepagean equivalent of A. Let y be a section ofn. The following four 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) For each w-projectable vector field £ onY 
(2.7) J 2 r - y t j 2 r - i f d 0 A = O . 
(2) For each *-projectable vector field £ onY 
(2.8) J2ry*iPrzE\ = 0. 
(3) The Euler-Lagrange form E\ vanishes along J2ryf i.e. 
(2.9) E\ o J 2 r 7 = 0. 
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(4) For any fiber chart (V,ip) the restriction ofy to the set x(V) satisfies the 
system of ordinary differential equations of order 2r 
(2.10) Ea(L) o J
2ry = 0, 1 t$ <r ^ m 
where Ee(L) are defined (2.5), (2.6). 
Any of the equivalent equations (2.7)-(2.10) are called the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions of the lagrangian A, and any (local) section 7 of it satisfying these conditions 
is called an extremal of A. 
Let s ^ 1, let E € Q y ^ / ' Y ) be a form. E is called variational, or globally 
variational, if there exists an integer r ^ 1 and a lagrangian A G Sllx(J
rY) such that 
E = E\ (up to the projection *>,# or *Sf2r>) E is called locally variational if there 
exists an open covering {Wt} of J*Y such that for every t, E\w is variational. 
Consider the fibered manifold pr\: R x Rm —• /? and a system of ordinary differ-
ential equations of order s ^ 1 
/ d?" d V \ 
(2.11) M * ' 7 * ' ^ ' • ' i ^ H 0 ' 1 ^ < r < m 
for sections 7: R —* ft x ftm, 7( iddom 7(7")) , defined on open subsets of ft. Denoting 
by (q*) the canonical coordinates on Rm we can write (2.11) in an equivalent form 
(2.12) E„(t,q",...,qvs) o J'y = 0, 1 ^ <r ^ m. 
Put 2? = E0dq° A d*. The system (2.12) is called variational if the form E is 
variational. 
Let r, fc be integers, r ^ fc, let IVi C JrY, W2 C J*V be open sets such that 
Wx O nklr(
w2) 7* 0- Consider two lagrangians Ai 6 ftJcW), A2 € ^ J C W ) . We say 
that Ai and A2 are equivalent if (up to the projection) E\t = E\3 on the common 
domain of definition. 
We shall start with a fundamental lemma, called the Poincare Lemma for contact 
forms (Krupka [8]). Although the proof is standard we recall it briefly to fix the 
notations. 
Lemina. Let T: W -+U be fibered manifold such that W = U x V, where U C R 
and open interval and V C Rm is an open ball with the centre at the origin. Let k ^ 1 
be an integer, and Q € Q>pj9-iW(J
9W) a closed p-form of the order of contactness k. 
Then there exists a (p — l)-form rj on J*W of the order of contactness k — 1 such 
that dtj = Q. 
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Proof. Let (t>q°) be the canonical coordinates on W. Define a mapping x*: 
(0,1] x J9W-+ J9W by 
(2.13) ^N<,̂ ,...,?r)) = a^, . . . ,o . 
Let Q € &j—iW(J
9W) be a form. Denote Q = Ec/fO^', where K is a multi-index 
labelling exterior products of p factors of d£, u>°, ..., u>J_i, denoted by fij£\ Now 
since 
(2.14) X>j ^qjdu + uu], 0 O ' O - l , 
we obtain 
(2.15) X> = dtiA^o-f^, 
where Qo and Q' do not contain du. More precisely, 
(2.16) *o = Eainj'
,"1), ^ = E6Arn^, 
where 6^ are given by bK = ti^c/c o x«), J is a multi-index labelling exterior 
products of p — 1 factors of dt, w°, ..., w ^ , which are denoted by ftj ~ \ and aj 
are functions on [0,1] x J9W. Put 
(2.17) AQ = E ( / ay dtijn?"0 . 
.Ag is (p— l)-form on J9 Wy and its order of contactness is fc — 1, By a straightforward 
computation we get 
(2.18) dAQ + AdQ^Q. 
By assumption, d# = 0. Hence, putting r\ = AQ, the proof is completed. D 
Note that the mapping A defined by (2.17) maps, for every fc, the module 
n$7*4(J'W) into Ofclfc'iJ'W). 
Now, we shall return to the inverse problem. 
Let s ^ 1 be an integer. A closed form a € Q*t-iY(J
9Y) is called a Lepagean 
2-/orm if a = E + F, where E € Sl\?l(J9Y) and F € il02(J9Y) [12]. Taking into 
account the definition of a Lepagean 1-form we see immediately that locally a = d#, 
where Q is a Lepagean 1-form. 
| 
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Proposition 3. Let a € il*.-iY(J*Y) be a Lepagean 2-form. Then the form 
E = pia is locally variational', and J*y can be covered by open sets in such a way 
that on each of these sets A = h(Aa) = AE is a lagrangian for E. 
Proo f . By the Poincare Lemma for contact forms J*Y can be covered by open 
sets in such a way that, on each of these sets, o = dn where n = Aa = AE + AF, 
Evidently, each of the forms 17 is a (locally defined) Lepagean 1-form. This means 
that E = E\ where A = h(rj) = AE. • 
The (local) lagrangian 
(2.19) A = AE = (g* / (E0 oX,)dti)d< 
is called the Veinberg-Tonti lagrangian; note that its order is equal to the order of 
the corresponding form E. 
Proposition 4. Let s ^ 1, let a € tij—iY(J
sY) be a form. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) a is a Lepagean 2-form. 
(2) In each fiber chart (V, %/J), if) = (t, q°) on Y, a is expressed in the form 
3 - 1 
(2.20) a = E.v* A df + ] T F**uj A WJ, F» = - F « , 
w/iere t/ie functions 2?* satisfy 
( 2 21) ^ L . ( - l Y ^ L - t (-1)- ^ . £ ! * £ - 0 
forO ^l ^ s, and F£* are expressed by means ofEe, 1 ̂  Q ^ m in the form 
(2.23) F # - - 0 , « < ; ' + * < - ' - 2 . 
Proof . We recall the proof from [12] (cf. also [5]). 
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Suppose (1). Expressing the relation do = 0 in fiber chart (V,V0> i> = (*>?*) o n 
Y we get the following identities: 
/«. * *\ dE0 dEv _ d _, 
(224) ^"v+V^0, 
(2.25) ^ . _ 2 l F ( ?
t - F < , V -
1 = 0 , l < f t < . - l , 
(2-26) ^ . _ 2 F f f ° r
1 = 0 , 
(2.27) ^ * + Fi;1-* + .^j»->=0, U J , K « - 1 , 
(2.28) /£•»•» _•<>, U i b $ * - 1 , 
0F-'- 0F*' 5F W 
<2M) ^ f + « # + ^ f = 0 ' •<*».«<.->• 
The relations (2.25) and (2.26) enable us to express the functions F°*, 0 ̂  k < s - 1 
by means of E9 in the form 
(2.30) F« = i'"_:W^-.|^--, 0<ft<.-l. 
z /=o aft+*+i 
From (2.27) and (2.28) we get (2.23) and the relations 
(2.31) Jtf = '~£"W 2 0- + K.-1, 
and 
(2.32) #2 = ' ift-l)*-" (* + \ ~ X\ £F*™, U * < • - 1. 
Now, the relations (2.21) and (2.22) are obtained after obvious and straightforward 
calculations. Finally, we shall show that (2.29) are fulfilled identically. Put 
ftFJk 8Fl* 8Fkl 
(2.33) G r i ^ _ ^ - + -_JK. + - - ^ , 0 O ' , M O . 1 <<M>,*< m. 
Differentiating the relations (2.24)-(2.27) with respect to tff+1 we obtain 
dF>k 
(2.34) G i ^ = - ^ = 0, O^ j . Jk^s , l^a^Q^m. 
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Using (2.27) we get for 1 < h *. i < », 1 < <*. "> Q< ™ »-« relation 
(2.35) ^GiZ + oi;i'M + <?£?* + GJvV"1 = °-
Proceeding by induction starting from (2.34) the desired relations Gj*^ = 0 for 
0 ^ j , k, I ^ 8, 1 ^ a, v, Q ̂  m are obtained. 
The implication (2) => (1) is proved in an obvious way. D 
Corollary. Let a € 0 3 „ . i y ( J * y ) be a form satisfying the following two condi-
tions: 
(1) a = E + F , where £ € illY
l(J*Y) and F € 0° ' 2 (J*y) , 
(2) P2 da = 0. 
Then a is closed. 
Let 1? be a locally variational for on J*Y. A Lepagean 2-form is called a Lepagean 
equivalent of E if p%a = JE. 
T h e o r e m 1. Every locally variational form on J*Y has a unique Lepagean equiv-
alent, and this is projectable onto J*~lY'. 
P r o o f . Let E 6 Oy*(J*y) be a locally variational form. Consider an open 
covering {Wt} of J*Y such that (i) Wt C V9t for every t, where (V, $) is a fiber chart 
on y , (ii) E\w is variational. Let i, K be arbitrary such that WiDWK^ 0. Denote 
by aA (resp. a*)) a Lepagean equivalent of E\w (resp. 1?)-^ ) on Wt (resp. W*) (we 
can take e.g. a, = d9\t where A< is a lagrangian for F ^ , and similarly for aK). 
Hence, on W, D WK we have at = E + Ft and aK = F + FK where F4 and FK are 
2-contact 2-forms. Now, a t — a* = F4 — F*, i.e., since the form a4 — a* is closed by 
assumption, F4 — F* = dij for a 1-comtact 1-form IJ. This means that a* = a« + di;, 
i.e. pxdt) = 0. This implies, however, p2di; = 0. Hence diy = 0, i.e. a4 = aK on 
Wi C\WK, proving the global existence of a Lepagean equivalent of E. Uniqueness is 
a direct consequence of Proposition 4. 
It remains to show that the Lepagean equivalent of E is projectable onto J*~lY. 
Let (V,yO> ^ = (t,q°) be a fiber chart on Y, let E = Eeu>
a A d/ be the chart 
expression of E. According to Proposition 4, the form a defined by (2.20)~(2.23) is 
the Lepagean equivalent of E. Since F£*, 1 ^ a, u <* m, 0 ^ t, 4 ^ # - 1 are dined 
on V ^ - i - t - * , a is defined on J2t~lY. Writing a in the form (of a non-invariant 
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decomposition) 
(2.36) o= ( l ^ - £ 2 F , 0 t a + 1 W A d I - £ £ 2.f**.jj;+1dtf Ad. 
* = 0 t = l * = 0 
# - l J - l - l 
+ E E ^ /Adt f 
t=0 ib=0 
it suffices to show that the functions F*, E9 - 2F^*~
1^, I ^ <r,u ^m, 0 ^i,k ^ 
5—1 are defined on V$-.\. Differentiating the relations (2.24) and (2.25) consecutively 
with respect to g|#l g|j-i» • • •> 0*+i
 an(* taking into account that E9 are defined on 
Vs, we obtain that F*** are defined on Vs-\. Similar conclusions are made for F^l 
with the help of (2.27). Finally, since the conditions (2.21) imply that 
(2.37) E9 = A9 + B9yq
v, 
where A9 and B9y, 1 ^ a, v ^ m are functions on K,_i, and obviously B9V = 
2F°£*~1, we get the desired result. O 
If E its a locally variational form the Lepagean equivalent of E ill be denoted by 
Off?. 
Theorem 1 has the following important consequences: 
Corollary 1. Let E £ fiy^J'Y) be a locally variational form. There exists a 
unique 2-contact 2-form F € Q°*2(J$Y) such that d(E + F) = 0. In each fiber chart 
(V,4>)f1>~(t,q°)onY 
(2.38) F = E ^ ^ ; A W J , 
i,*=i 
whew tie functions Ffi = - F # are defined by (2.22) and (2.23). 
Corollary 2. le t r, * 6e integers. Let E € QY1(J*Y) be a locally variational 
form, erg it* Lepagean equivalent. Let X be a lagrangian for E, defined on an open 
subset of JrY. Then the form d0\ is protectable onto an open subset W C J9~lY 
**d*lr„lt$„td$\=aE\w. 
Corollary 3* Consider the Euler-Lagrange mapping S, denote by ker £ its kernel. 
A lagrangian A € Qjr(W0 defined on an open subset W of JrY belongs to ker <f if 
and only if there exists a closed 1-form Q on *rtr-iW such that A = h&. 
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P r o o f . Let A G ker<f, i.e. E\ = 0. Then, by Theorem 1, OLEX = d0* = 0. Since 
A = h0\t the form h0\ is projectable onto Wt and locally h0\ = Ad/ where / is a 
function. Since hdf is defined on an open subset of YY we conclude that / does 
not depend on q*, 1 ^ a ^ m. Now 0\ = d/, i.e. 0\ is projectable onto wrtr~\W. 
Conversely, if Q € ft1 (*>,!—l W) is closed and such that A = hQ we get 0* = #*$ = Q, 
i.e. d0A = d,o = 0. Hence, E\ = 0, • 
Notice that by Corollary 3, two lagrangians X\ £ flx(Wi), ^2 € ftx(W^) defined 
on open sets W\ C JrY, W2 C J
kY where r < Jfe, such that W\ f\ *kAw*) # •> a r e 
equivalent if and only if they differ locally by a "total derivative" hdf where / is a 
function depending on tt q°, . . . , g£_t only. 
Theorem 1 provides, for the case of higher-order mechanics, an easy solution of 
both the local and the global inverse problems of the calculus of variations. 
Theorem 2. A form E 6 SIY1(J*Y) is locally variational if and only if in each 
fiber chart (Vt%l>)t tp = (ttq
a) on Y the functions E0t 1 -$ <r ^ m, defined by 
E = Eadq
a A ddt satisfy the identities 
(,39) H - ^ . tj-^^-o, .«.«., 
P r o o f . If E is locally variational then the assertion follows from Theorem 1 
and Proposition 4. 
Conversely, suppose that the identities (2.39) are satisfied. Then we can construct 
a 2-contact 2-form F and a 2-form a using (2.20) and (2.22). Since, by Proposition 
4, a is a Lepagean 2-form we get from Proposition 3 that E is locally variational. 
• 
The identities (2.39), for the general case (i.e. a system of higher order par-
tial differential equations) are called Anderson-Duchamp-Krupka conditions. For 
dimX = 1 and s = 2 they are usually called the Helmholtz conditions. 
T h e o r e m 3 . Let E € QY1(J*Y) be a locally variational form, let OLE be its 
Lepagean equivalent. Then following four assertions are equivalent: 
(1) E is globally variational, 
(2) OLE is exact, 
(3) there exists a global Lepagean 1-form Q on J*~lY such that p\dQ = E, 
(4) there exists a global lagrangian A on J*Y such that E = E\. 
P r o o f , (a) If E is globally variational then there exists a lagrangian A such 
that (up to a projection) E = E\. Taking the Lepagean equivalent 9\ of A we get 
d$\ = QtEt proving the exactness of OLE-
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(b) If aE is exact then there is a 1-form Q on J*-
lY such that AQ = aE. By 
Proposition 2.4 P\AQ = E, hence £ is a Lepagean 1-form. 
(c) If (3) holds then hQ is a global lagrangian of order s for E. 
(A) The last implications is trivial. 
Note that a sufficient condition for any of the assertions of Theorem 3 to be 
satisfied is that the de Rham cohomology group H^(Y) be trivial. 
In the sequel we shall be interested in the problem of existence of lagrangians of 
the lowest possible order, the so-called minimal-order lagrangians for a given locally 
variational form. We shall show that this property is closely related to the existence 
of a certain canonical form of the Lepagean 2-form. 
In what follows, 8 will be an integer, denoting the minimal order of a locally 
variational form E, i.e. E £ Qy (J'Y) is supposed not to be fl-j^-projectable for any 
k < 8 (equivalently, there is a point x € J'Y such that 
(2-40) ^f<*>*° 
for at least one a and i/). Further, we shall denote by c the integer equal to ~£ if s 
is odd, or to %(s — 1) if s is even (i.e. s = 2c, or s = 2c-h 1). • 
Proposition 5. Let E 6 Qyl(J'Y) be a locally variational form, let aE be its 
Lepagean equivalent. J'~lY can be covered by open sets W such that 
(1) for each W there exists a fiber chart (V,%!>), tp = (t,q°) on Y such that 
wcv^i, 
(2) there exist functions H, pj, l . $ i / . $ m , O ^ f c ^ s — c — I on W such that 
the restriction ofaE to W can be expressed in the form 
• - C - 1 
(2.41) aE = - d / / A d* + ] T dp* A Aq"k. 
*=i 
P r o o f , (cf. [12]). The form aE is closed, i.e. there exists a covering of J'~
lY 
by open sets W such that (1) every W is a subset of Vi_i where (V, \f>), $ = (t, qa) is 
a fiber chart on Y> (2) on each W, aE = AQ for a 1-form Q on W. Using the Poincare 
Lemma for contact forms we obtain (up to a projection) 
(2.42) Q = AaE= [ g ' j f (E9 oX ,)du]d< + £ F | S t f jf (F>* o X , - i ) u dtijc^. 
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We shall show that there exist functions /, tf, p j . l^*><m, 0 $ Jb $ * — c — Ion 
W such that (2.42) can be equivalently expressed in the form 
Ж - Ć - 1 
(2.43) e=~Hdt+ £ ptdql+df. 
fc=0 
We define a mapping x,_.,»-c: [0,1] x W —• Wt by 
X..-l,,-e(f, (*, ?*,.... tf-e-t- «?-«.-••, 4?-l)) 
(2.44) =(«, ?",..., «r_e-i."«?-e "«?-.)• 
Put 
(2.45) / = £ ^ Wrf fl([\rtk<>X.-i)«du)oX$-li,-edv 
+ <p(t>qe,...,qe,-e-1), 
where <p is an arbitrary function, and define 
(2.46) pkv= ~J2 2«;/
1 (F>*o X .- i )«d«-g r , 
J =o ./o . • »«* 
1 s$ v ^ m, 0 ^ it ^ 8 — c — 1, 
(2.47) -H-q"J' (E,oXl)du 
- E E 2quuxl\nkoX..l)udu-
dJ-. 
kTo j^o J° m 
Since obviously 
(2.48) | v = E 2 t f {iHi*X.-i)"d«> s-c^k^s-l, 
u<lk j-o -70 
we obtain, substituting into (2.43), the formula (2.42). This completes the proof. 
D 
The expression of as in the form (2.43) will be called the canonical form of the 
Lepagean equivalent of a locally variational for E. For any fixed function <p(t)qe, 
...rf-c-i) *he functions tf and p*, 1 ̂  u ̂  m, 0 $ k ^ s- c - 1, defined by (2.47) 
and (2.46) will be called a Hamilton function, or a Hamiltonian of E, and a family 
of momenta of a locally variational form E (relative to <p). 
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Theorem 4. Let E be a locally variational form of order s, let c be as above. 
There exists an open covering of J*~CY such that on each of its elements there exists 
a lagrangian Amin satisfying E\miu = E. 
P r o o f . Consider an open covering of J8Y such that on each of its elements 
there exists a Veinberg-Tonti lagrangian for E. Denote by A this (local) lagrangian 
and put Amjn = A — Ad/, where / is defined by (2.45). Obviously, Amin is a local 
lagrangian for E. Using (2.48) and the formulas (2.25), (2.27) we obtain 
(249) ^a-*'j[1(^-4«-^1)^-d-
- ' £ 2tf [ (^F- + H:x*+H?-x) * x.u du 
- w-k / W'-1*+F-*-*-1) o x,_,«d« = o 
Jo 
fots — c+l^k^s — 1, and 
< j M » ^ = « ' / ' ( ^ L - * - , ) ^ - « < , « = » 
Hence for every function <p, Amjn = Lmindt is a lagrangian for /?, defined on an open 
subset of J9'CY. D 
From the construction of minimal-order lagrangians and from Proposition 5 we get 
the relation between minimal-order lagrangians on the one side and Hamiltonians and 
momenta on the other. 
Proposition 6. (1) Let H, pky, 1 t$ v ^ m, 0 i$ ife ^ 5 - c - 1, be a Hamiltonian 
and a family of momenta of a locally variational form E € ilyl{J9Y), relative to 
an arbitrary but Sxed function <p(t,qe, . . . , tf?_c_,i), and defined on an open set 
U C J*~lY. Then there exists a minimal-order lagrangian Amin of E on ns-i,8-cU 
such that 
(2.51) P* = (/min)J, l ^ i / < m , . 0 < * < * - c - l , -
(2.52) H = -Lmin + £ (/min)!r+1«f+l, 
»-=0 
where LnVm is defined by Amin t_ Lmindt and 
' « ' dk 8L 
(2.53) (/min)^= E ^ l ) * d _ * ^ P ' U ^ s - C l < V < m . 
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(2) Let Amin be a minimal-order lagrangian of a locally variational form E € 
ill/(JsY) defined on an open set U C J$'eY. Let (V, V>), $ = (*, 99) be a fiber chart 
on Y such that V,-c C U. Then the functions H,p*, 1 .$ 1/ < m, 0 ^ k ^ s - c - 1, 
defined by 
(2.54) P* = ( /min)* + \ K i > < m , 0 < * < « - c - - l , 
# - c - l 
(2.55) # = - Imin + £ (/mi»)i+ 1»f+ l l 
t=0 
wAere Lmjn is defined by Amin = Lm\ndt and 
(2.56) ( / m i n ^ E H ^ f e l , l ^ s - c , l < < r < m , .. 
are a Hamiltonian and a family of momenta of E. 
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